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Bird Habitat Conservation in Coastal Wetlands 

Executive Summary 

Pacific Birds Habitat Joint Venture and Audubon Washington convened about 75 individuals in Long Beach, Washington on 
September 22, 2015 to discuss bird use of coastal wetlands, identifying habitat needs and gaps in understanding; understand 
stakeholder interests relative to bird use of coastal wetlands; and identify potential partners for collaborative efforts moving 
forward. The workshop included a series of presentations and two panel discussions to achieve workshop goals. 

The first panel discussions, “Managing landscapes to meet habitat needs and limitations of resident migrant species in coastal 
estuaries,” centered on two questions: 

 What are the top challenges for coastal birds in wetland habitats? Answers included habitat loss and degradation, climate 
change influences, addressing issues at the landscape scale, lack of public awareness and appreciation, funding, disturbance 
to habitats, and inconsistencies in data collection and sharing. 

 What are potential solutions to address the challenges? Recommendations include more robust landscape-scale planning 
and modeling to improve anticipated changes to landscapes and habitats, redirecting funding priorities to address climate 
change effects, identifying funding sources for research and maintenance of acquired properties, improved collaboration 
with industry and communities, enhanced engagement in existing policy processes, mandatory monitoring of all restoration 
projects to inform adaptive management, implementing best management practices among agencies, intelligent design of 
floodplains, sharing technical information in non-technical ways, developing a movement that achieves long-term 
mitigation strategies. 

The second panel discussion, “Building Community Support for Coastal Wetlands Conservation,” was an informal discussion about 
the genesis of individual belief in conservation, how it was very personal, and that a set of circumstances caused panelists to believe 
and care in conservation issues. It was noted that thinking globally but acting locally remains important. Panelists shared ideas for 
connecting with people, including offering general public programs that lead to more detailed programs on land conservancy, 
connecting with children, and planning and community discussions. 
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Bird Habitat Conservation in Coastal Wetlands 

Sara Evans-Peters, Pacific Birds Habitat Joint Venture 

The vision for Pacific Birds Habitat Joint Venture (PBHJV) is to create the ideal environment for habitat bird conservation by serving a 
convening function to support and guide bird habitat, and promote decisions based on full 
life cycle needs of birds. 

PBHJV is one of 20 habitat joint ventures in the United States, and is the only international 
one. The joint venture is evolving, helping people place projects in to larger landscape. The 
aim is to have a greater impact and influence on bird habitat conservation. PBHJV will 
promote conservation across geopolitical borders, focus on key conservation priorities as 
well as conservation policy, and seeks to grow and expand, seeking new and diversified 
funding sources, partners and consistent effective communication. 

The focused priorities of the PBHJV: 

 Priorities on a flyway scale 

 Build partnerships 

 Attract new funding sources 

 Track success transparently 
 
PBHJV conducted an analysis of existing important bird conservation plans combined with partnership input (e.g. State Wildlife 
Action Plans, etc.), analyzing overlaps and gaps. The JV identified two major priorities – both are habitat-based and will have a 
minimum 10-year focus: Coastal estuaries and oaks/prairies. 

Goals – Coastal Estuaries 

 Understand coast-wide implications of sea level rise and other climate effects 

 Develop a coast-wide strategy that blends mitigation strategies 

 Improve restoration techniques to address long-term transformation of coastal wetlands 

 Increase public awareness and support for good policy decisions 
 
Goals - Oak and Prairie Conservation 

 Understand implications of oak and prairie habitat loss and gains by identifying current and future regional threats plus 
conservation needs 

 Promote conservation to offset the loss of oak and prairie 

 Develop a regional strategy to achieve conservation gains 

 Implement local conservation actions that contribute to regional goals 

 Increase public awareness and support of the importance of oak and prairie habitats for birds 

 Generate funding and support public policy decision to advance long-term conservation  
 

The key message is to think and act as a partnership. 
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Bird Habitat Conservation in Coastal Wetlands 

Sara Bielski – US Fish and Wildlife Service 

National Coastal Wetlands Conservation Grant Program (NCWCGP)  

In 2014, the US Fish and Wildlife Service funded 10 projects, totaling $8.6 million dollars, including 945 acres 
for land acquisition, and 2,100 acres for restoration or habitat enhancement in Oregon and Washington. 

Overview 

 The program was established under the Coastal Wetlands, Protection and Restoration Act of 1990 

 Funds are arrived from Dingell-Johnson 

 States are awarded the funds, but all projects can have subgrantees 

 $1 million per project 
o Limited to coastal wetlands 
o Requires 25% of non-federal match provided by state or combination of state/partners 
o Ultimate selections determined by USFWS ranking criteria 
o Long-term (20-year minimum) conservation must be ensure 
o Eligible activities include restoration, enhancement, land acquisition and monitoring/planning 

 Grants are evaluated using the following criteria: 
o Wetland and long-term conservation as a catalyst for future conservation 
o Coastal watershed management  
o Benefits to T and E species, interjurisdictional fish, migratory birds 
o Prevent/reduce contamination 
o Non-state partners 
o Cash contribution over required 25% 
o Education/outreach 

 Ranking criteria overview 
o Scoring criteria favor acquisition of large intact wetlands 
o Projects must be associated with a coastal area 
o All grants are in the form of reimbursement 
o Projects should be completed in two years 
o Letters from landowners secured for acquisition 
o Detailed plans, permitting and necessary studies complete for restoration projects – monitoring is well thought out 
o Demonstrates public support 
o Long-term management commitment established – monitoring dollars cannot be used once the grant is closed. 

 Process and Timeline - January – request for applications sent out; April – site visits and review of draft proposals; May – 
state and federal review; June – grants submitted to grants.gov; October – National ranking meeting; December – grants 
awarded and announced 

 Monitoring should be strategic, must be less than 10% of the project, must help meet the project objectives, cannot be 
research, and must occur within grant’s period of performance 

 Work with state agencies and NGOs to develop monitoring within coastal grant projects – but get approval from Federal 
manager before grant submission. 

 Must work with a state agency to apply for the grant 
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Bird Habitat Conservation in Coastal Wetlands 

Leslie Connelly, Washington State Recreation and Conservation Office 

Washington’s Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) allows states to become eligible 
to receive money from the federal Land and Water Conservation Fund by submitting a SCORP, which guides 
the agencies on priority establishment and funding decisions. 

It takes two years to conduct a statistically valid survey of a sample of Washington residents to assess 
recreation demand. A wetlands component is designed to augment the recreational experience, and helps 
the Washington State Recreation and Conservation Office (RCO) determine how to incorporate wetlands 
into public recreational opportunities. The National Park Service mandates that it be aligned with USFWS 
planning priorities, then RCO develops a list of acquisition priorities included in the SCORP plan. 

Washington launches the SCORP process by conducting public surveys. According to surveys conducted in Washington, One-third of 
Washington residents give wetlands the highest rating of importance (similar to other states in the region), and 26% of Washington 
residents participated in a recreational activity that involved wetlands. The top-ranked activity is walking, hiking, climbing, 
mountaineering. #3 is nature-based activity (81% participate in these types of activities). 

After the survey, Washington establishes priorities: 

 Increase priority wetlands management as a recreation asset that is implemented in a recreationally sustainable way. 

 Niche – look at mitigation for recreation impacts – a project that has been constructed in the past (e.g., park project in 
which they need to mitigate) – we can look at wetlands conservation as a way to mitigate for lost recreation opportunity. 

 Look at recreation projects that have an education component. 
 

Potentially appropriate to use wetlands as replacement for park impacts. 

RCO staff is currently developing a work plan and budget for the next SCORP plan, which will be completed by December of 2017. 
Staff will be meeting with the National Park Service and stakeholders, and are actively soliciting for help to strengthen the wetland 
component and the types of recommendations moving forward. 

For more information on Washington’s 2013 State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan visit RCO’s Web site at 
http://www.rco.wa.gov/documents/rec_trends/2013-2018SCORP-FullRpt.pdf or contact:  
 
Leslie Connelly  
Natural Resource Policy Specialist  
WA Recreation and Conservation Office  
(360) 902-3080 or Leslie.connelly@rco.wa.gov 
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Bird Habitat Conservation in Coastal Wetlands 

Nanette Seto, USFWS 

Coastal wetlands serve as important feeding and resting areas as birds move to and from their 
breeding and wintering grounds. 

What we do in the United States is important, but we need to recognize the importance of full life-
cycle conservation and what is happening in other countries to ensure long-term conservation. 
International treaties with Mexico and Canada to protect and conserve migratory birds. 

A total of 32 million acres of habitats have been protected in the western hemisphere. 

 Greater Skagit and Stillaguamish Delta is important – 30,000 to 60,000 shorebirds – important 
in winter and spring and fall migration – dunlin and western sandpipers. 

 Grays Harbor – larger designation of hemispheric importance – over 0.5 million shorebirds have 
visited that site – 24 species – red knots, black-bellied plovers, e.g. 

 Columbia River estuary has designation of regional importance – up to 60 miles upriver from the mouth of the river. 

 Willapa Bay is important in the Pacific Flyway - The data exists to nominate Willapa Bay to a place of hemispheric 
importance exists, and is being considered. 

All of these places are threatened by climate change, habitat destruction, etc. Planning efforts among all of the agencies and entities 
are important to achieving bird habitat conservation. The North American Waterfowl Management Plan was recently updated. 

Pacific Americas Shorebird Conservation Strategy Project Area – reach beyond country boundaries to ensure a conservation strategy 
is established and where we should be conserving habitat. 

A conservation strategy is being led by Audubon (provided funding and staff time), Point Blue, Manomet, USFWS, US Forest Service 
and international partners – conservation priorities and strategies. There are at least 26 different plans between Alaska and Chile – 
efforts are underway to compile information from the plans and identify common priorities. 

The Western Hemispheric Shorebird Reserve Network has a list of all sites –every site has a background – species, nominations, etc. 

 

http://www.whsrn.org/
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Bird Habitat Conservation in Coastal Wetlands 

Susan de la Cruz, US Geological Survey 

Avian response to habitat change in Pacific Coast estuaries 

Research is currently occurring in the San Francisco Bay Estuary (SFBE) on the 
Pacific Coast (field station located in San Francisco) as well as at Nisqually and 
Willapa National Wildlife Refuges (NWR). Karen Thorne is reviewing sea level rise 
datasets.  

Birds rely on networks of interconnected coastal sites to build stores during migration. There is a high site fidelity to wintering and 
stopover sites – birds use them year after year, and it is believed this site fidelity related to predictable prey resources. Mosaics of 
important habitats are important to migratory birds. Seasonal shifts in habitat needs are driven by food depletion, prey switching, 
changes in accessibility, and disturbance – this underscores the need for a mosaic of habitats. 

There are landscape-scale changes in coastal estuaries that are both positive and negative. Coastal development is occurring, but at 
the same time tidal restoration projects bring significant opportunities to restore large areas to marsh. We need to think about 
balancing the needs for migratory birds. Sea Level Rise, storm events, altered freshwater, and sediment input that may affect the 
characteristics of tidal and subtidal areas and the prey upon which these birds rely. Our central challenge is to assess how to 
maintain, improve, and stop declines of birds given all of these changes. 

Measuring Bird Response to Estuary Change 

 Avian use of managed and restoring habitats 

 Optimizing managed habitats for multiple species 

 Availability of prey resources in changing coastal habitats 
 
Measuring Use of Managed and Restored Habitats  

 Goal: Restore a mosaic of habitats ranging from tidal marsh to open ponds that balance the needs of marsh species with 
migratory shorebird and waterfowl populations. 

 North Bay – 52% of ponds breached – dabbler, divers, medium-sized shorebirds and small shorebirds are using the 
managed ponds more than the breached ponds -  more foraging is being created in breached ponds, especially at low tide – 
at high tide, there is non-foraging behavior, but at low tide, they are foraging in these habitats. 

 Nisqually Delta Restorations – phased restoration –  
o Fall waterfowl density and distribution – dabblers used freshwater and tidal marsh 
o Within guild, diversity was higher in restoring areas that contained multiple habitat types 

 
How can we optimize managed habitats for multiple species? We need to understand habitat requirements and which features are 
most important to birds.  

 Looking at foraging and roosting abundance of several species and guilds and predictor variables. 
o Results:  

 Foraging small shorebirds – small shorebirds were associated with shallower water, breached ponds, and 
islands with ponds, and they did not mind public access 
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Bird Habitat Conservation in Coastal Wetlands 

 Diving ducks – associated with deeper ponds, lower salinities, were not associated with breached ponds, 
and they like ponds and managed areas closer to the bays and larger ponds, and islands in the ponds 

 
Optimizing Managed Ponds for Wintering Waterbirds 

 Island characteristics that support wintering and migratory waterbirds 

 Shorebird response to experimental manipulation of salinity, depth, and foraging mounds 

 Diving duck response to mixed-species management of ponds, 

 Salinity and inundation modeling of experimental ponds 
 
Mudflat Carrying Capacity for Small Shorebirds – Western sandpipers - Studied mudflats adjacent to a restoring pond using bird 
surveys, invertebrate sampling, water levels, and bathymetric information. Results: Prey resources were sufficient for sandpipers 
using the area from September through March, but the mudflats were only providing for 31% of sandpiper energy requirements 
during spring migration. Shorebirds relied heavily on adjacent managed ponds during migration. 

Climate-driven Geomorphic Alteration of Intertidal Foraging Habitats 

 Study Question: Will critical avian foraging habitat change as a result of sea level rise and changes in sediment supply to 
mudflats in the South and North Bays? Studied western sandpipers – with sea level rise, shorebirds will only be able to 
forage in areas close to shore. Also true for diving duck foraging. 

Nisqually: Post-restoration Prey Availability for Shorebirds 

 Invertebrate densities are negatively correlated with elevations 

 At mean tide high, 41% of area surveyed was inundated 

 Benthic invertebrate densities are greater in fall compared to spring, with highest prey densities observed at lower 
elevations that were more frequently inundated 

Willapa Restoration: Changes in aquatic prey resources in response to estuary restoration – conclusions: 

• Managed ponds supported higher bird abundances than breached ponds at high tide; however, breached ponds were used 
by all guilds at low and high tide  

• Breaching can displace roosting shorebirds at high tide; but low tide foraging value is high for shorebirds 

• Breached areas with diverse microhabitats may improve overall avian diversity at a site 

• Preliminary results from on-going modeling of managed ponds suggest that the importance of different habitat features 
varies among waterbird guilds, indicating that a suite of management methods may be needed to maintain species diversity 
in managed pond complexes 

• Measuring prey biomass and accessibility is critical for understanding the role an area plays in supporting different guilds 
and species of birds 

• SLR and changing sediment supplies can change prey accessibility and subsequently the foraging value of sites for different 
species  
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Bird Habitat Conservation in Coastal Wetlands 

Jackie Ferrier, Willapa National Wildlife Refuge Complex 

Willapa National Wildlife Refuge was established in 1937 to conserve migratory birds and their habitats. 

 About 17,000 acres, including more than 10 habitats; Over 200 species of birds 

 Goals 
o Comprehensive conservation plan finalized in 2011 
o Established goals, objectives and strategies for the refuge for the next 15 years 
o Driven by NWRS mission and refuge purposes 
o Refuges strive for biological integrity, diversity and environmental health  - this 

means intact and self-sustaining habitats and wildlife populations that existed 
during historic conditions 

 Conserving coastal forests 
o Majority of forests have been managed for timber and paper production Very few 

intact habitats left – less than 1% of old growth forests remaining, which provide 
habitat for T and E species - N. spotted owls have been extirpated from the refuge – last one seen in the 1980s 

o Strive to increase structure complexity and age and species diversity 
o Decommission old log roads 

 Freshwater wetlands and streams -Manage impoundments 

 Short-grass fields 
o Dominated primarily by invasive species, but used by a considerable number of species, e.g., elk, geese 
o Converting many short-grass fields to coastal prairies – Oregon silverspot butterfly – extirpated in the late 

1990s 

 Leadbetter Point – both coastal beaches and dune systems 
o Mechanically and chemically controlling a non-native beachgrass 
o Reduce the dunes to allow wind-swept plain to return to the refuge – for the benefit of western snowy plovers 

and streaked horned larks 
o Benefits to restoration on adjacent State Park lands (plants) 
o Add oyster shell for cryptic habitat for snowy plover eggs 

 Record high number of plovers in midwinter survey  
 28 nests discovered, 4 unknown location – 25 fledglings 

o Streaked horned larks are benefitting as well – like sparse vegetation – critical habitat and recovery for those 
of these species 

 Spartina eradication – 9,000 acres spread out over 30,000 acres of Willapa Bay – helicopters to airboats to hiking 
o 2005 – 1,367 acres; 2014 – 342 plants 

 Estuary Restoration - To rebuild a healthy, functioning natural estuary for migratory birds, anadromous fish, the overall 
health of Willapa Bay 

o Bear River Estuary Restoration 
 Phase 1 – 160 acres, 2 miles dike removed, fish ladders removed 
 Phase 2 – 140 acres restored, 140 acres, 1.8 miles dike removed, fish ladder removed 
 Phase 3 and 4 – Riekkola – design and rebuild 0.7 mile inner dike; install 2 tide gates; maintains 100 

acres of short-grass fields 
 Phase 5 – 200 acres, 2 tide gates removed, 1.2 miles of dike removed, 3 streams reconnected 
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Bird Habitat Conservation in Coastal Wetlands 

Joe Buchanan – Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife 

Red Knot Migration in Coastal Washington – distribution, migrating timing and 
abundance, trends, connectivity 

Red knots are bivalve specialists in most of the areas they inhabit. The birds are site faithful to the 
Washington Coast – they don’t occur in British Columbia, are rare in Oregon, and only use California San 
Francisco Bay locations in the fall. Red knots are most abundant May 9 through May 17 in Washington. 

Over 45% of the birds that are seen in multiple years are using areas close to the areas they used in 
previous years. 

At one time, the number of red knots in Willapa Bay exceeded the number of red knots in Grays Harbor, 
but that is no longer the case. 

Roselaari has the smallest estimated populations size of the six known Red knot subspecies. Of all the sandpipers that migrate along 
the Pacific Flyway, the Red knot is the least common of all species.  

Biologists are learning about connectivity by flagging individual birds -  yellow flags come from Mexico; blue and white flags are from 
Russia; Washington flags are green. We know birds travel together as a cohort by the information on their flags. Biologists are 
observing flyway switching – birds in Texas have been seen on the Washington coast - there is “mixing” of two different subspecies 
on the Texas coast. 

Do conditions on the wintering grounds influence their physical condition such that they use Grays Harbor and Willapa Bay 
differently? Observations of birds on the Washington Coast fall into 2 groups – we see birds 1-5 days, or we see birds for several 
weeks. 

Information gaps include resource conflicts, roost site location and use (Willapa Bay) (e.g. factors influencing use; some knots may 
forage only at roost islands), prey availability and selection (native and introduced bivalves; influence on seasonal movements and 
lipid storage/body mass), and migratory cohorts (location of origin; pattern of site use). 

Conservation issues 

 Decline in abundance 

 Small population size 

 Very local flyway and Washington distribution 

 Key areas in Willapa Bay have recently been cleared of Spartina (cordgrass) 
o Maintenance control ongoing 
o Elevation change of mudflats 

 Migratory connectivity 
o Do conditions on wintering grounds influence site locations in Washington? 
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Bird Habitat Conservation in Coastal Wetlands 

Panel Discussion – Understanding and Addressing Challenges for Birds in 
Coastal Wetlands 

Four panelists were convened to develop a shared understanding and address challenges for birds in coastal wetlands by addressing 

two questions: 

 What are the top challenges for coastal birds in wetland habitats?  

 What are potential solutions to address the challenges?  

Each panelist gave a short 5-7 minute presentation, which was followed by discussion and interaction with workshop attendees. 

Sara Evans-Peters, Pacific Birds Habitat Joint Venture 

Key challenges for birds in coastal wetlands include historic and predicated habitat loss, climate effects, preserving key functions, 
and sustaining bird populations. 

Climate change and coastal wetland bird threats: 

 Extreme weather events leading to changes in watershed inputs, altered tributary flows – leads to changes in sediment load 
and increased temperature and salinity 

 Increasing temperature and shifting ocean currents and ocean acidification will lead to increased freshwater evaporation, 
shifts in species ranges, etc. 

 Severe and frequent storms and SLR will lead to coastal erosion and saltwater inundation 
 
We are most concerned about the reduction of habitat – quantity and quality. Loss of total habitat, loss of complex connectivity, loss 
of specific habitat types, loss of key habitat functions 

There is a lot of great research and planning efforts – differences in scale, methodology, focus. 

New data suggest rate of polar ice sheet melting has been underestimated. 

Addressing threats – we come at this from a regional perspective – identify gaps, overlaps, and conservation roadblocks. 

Coastwide strategy – develop long-term mitigation strategies; encourage practices that account for coastal transformation – we 
don’t just want a plan – we want a movement. 

Securing adaptation funding in the form of farmland easement. 

Generate support – increasing public awareness and understanding and generating funding and policy support. 
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Bird Habitat Conservation in Coastal Wetlands 

Jennifer Ruesink, University of Washington 

Estuarine habitats are changing due to shifts in methods and species in shellfish aquaculture, non-native species, and pest species 
control. 

Different waterbirds use different habitats. 

There is more infauna in structured habitats. 

Bird food 

 Structured habitats have more living stuff in them 

 Infaunal organisms are preferred by some birds 
 
But that doesn’t mean complex habitats are the places where birds would go. Structured habitats provide more overall productivity 
– but it could also mean that birds and other predators forage less effectively in structure. 

GoPro cameras could be a potential method for documenting use of birds on mudflats – Cinde Donoghue, WDNR. 

 

Scott Norelius – WSU bird monitoring projects in Willapa Bay 

“Willapa Bay is the 2nd most important endangered shorebird habitat in the U.S.” Audubon Society 2003 

Palix River – what was once prime shorebird habitat was destroyed – when Spartina was eliminated, the shorebirds came back. 

Efforts are currently focused on Reed canary grass. 

Using mean bird fecal dropping density – better index of usage among habitats – trying to figure out bird use of non-native 
vegetation. 
 

Susan de la Cruz, USGS 

 Managing landscapes to meet habitat needs and limitations of resident and migrant species in coastal estuaries 
o Determining habitat requirements 
o Optimizing remaining habitats in limited landscapes 

 Changes in habitat availability pretty resources as a result of climate change 
o Changing range or occurrence of pretty 
o Changing accessibility of prey 

 Assessing trends and understanding results in larger landscape context 
o Differing monitoring methodology 
o Lack of information on specific species 

 Linking landscape management across the flyway 
o Coordination and cross-flyway studies 
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Discussion with workshop attendees: Managing landscapes to meet habitat needs and limitations of resident 
migrant species in coastal estuaries 

Question #1: What are the top challenges for coastal birds in wetland habitats? 

 Changes in habitat availability / prey resources as a result of climate change 

 Assessing trends and understanding results in a larger landscape context 

 Linking landscape management across the flyway 

 Extreme weather events/climate change/SLR 

 Loss of habitat (cumulative effects, development pressure) 

 Widening and deepening projects/wetland impacts 

 Public appreciation of coastal wetlands and birds 

 Adequate funding and resources – including monitoring 

 Local/community energy should be captured – even on flyway level (political will) 

 Airboat disturbance 

 Disturbance from recreational use of important bird habitats 

 Lack of consistency in how data is collected and stored; unified, consistent data collection is rare; data is often not publically 

accessible 

 Lack of checks and balances and quality control for citizen science projects 

 Aquaculture effects on estuaries 

Question #2: What are potential solutions to address the challenges? 

 Anticipate water quality degradation and take steps to lessen effects 

 Redirect current funding priorities to include adaptation to climate change 

 Identify research funding sources 

 Develop and implement airboat best management practices among agencies 

 To address development pressure, implement conservation easements and conduct restoration in phases 

 Monitoring should be mandatory before, during and after restoration project implementation 

 Collaborate – convene researchers, land managers, and others to spend focused time reviewing key questions 

 Become engaged in coastal zone management processes, marine resource committees, etc. 

 Climate change is not just sea level rise – address other issues associated with climate change, including fires, reduction in 

rainfall, and intensive storm events 

 Collaborate with communities on emergency preparedness 

 Intelligently design floodplains for people and wildlife 

 Recognize and promote that salmon funding for restoration projects benefits many species 

 Direct funding for management of purchased properties, not just acquisition 

 Use modeling to identify areas that will be important in the future 

 Nontechnical information should be shared with the media, policy makers, managers, etc. 
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 Create a top 5-10 list for priorities for restoration and acquisition to focus limited resources– knit together all of the plans 

together on landscape scale 

 Identify gaps, overlaps, and conservation roadblocks 

 Develop long-term mitigation strategies – we want a movement, not just a plan 

 Secure adaptation funding 

 Generate support - public awareness, funding and policies 

 Collaborate with industry on aquaculture effects 
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Panel Discussion 2 – Building Community Support for Coastal Wetlands 
Conservation 

This panel discussion included Bruce Taylor of the Oregon Habitat Joint Venture, Esther Lev of the Wetlands Conservancy, and Katie 
Voelke of the North Coast Land Conservancy, and the conversation focused on building community support for coastal wetlands.  

Panelists discussed the genesis of their belief in conservation, and how it was very personal, and that a set of circumstances caused 
them to believe and care in conservation issues. It was noted that thinking globally but acting locally remains important. 

To generate community support, the North Coast Land Conservancy is offering general public programs, which allows Conservancy 
staff to connect with people and create a relationship, which leads to more detailed programs on land conservancy. 

Connecting with kids and getting them to love the places they grow up is important. 

Investing and educating children is important. During the shorebird festivals, children are seen “dragging” their parents to events. 

Planning and long-term discussions are important – when someone convened a community years ago to provide a list of the top 27 
best places on Vashon Island, over the years, the community had a document to reference and be able to say that 10,000 people 
supported those priorities. 

Report compiled by Creative Resource Strategies, LLC 


